
how the design process works

initial consultation

site analysis and survey

interim drawings

the design brief

final plans

this is basically a meeting to find out what you want. 

It is a chance to ask questions and clarify objectives.  it is 
important to establish things like who will use the garden and 
what will they use it for. 
 
It is also a good time to discuss the style of garden you want

the design brief will be a detailed, written quote for your plans and a 
summary of what was discussed in the first meeting. 

At this stage only the plans will be quoted for not the construction as 
before plans are finalised construction costs are unknown.

if you are happy with the brief you  return it signed and the design pro-
cess proper can begin

on getting the go-ahead from you I will carry 
out a site survey to check levels, positions of 
structures and existing vegetation.

factors such as sun /shade  prevailing wind and 
drainage are also considered. 

factors immediately off-site such as views and 
neighbours trees may also be relevent.

at a meeting I will present some interim plans 
or drawings to clarify ideas, deal with any new 
issues and to generally keep you informed. These 
could be preliminary plans, 3D sketches or pho-
tographs.

the options for materials and plants will be final-
ised at this stage

once the interim plans are approved the final 
plans will be produced. 

There are two types of final plans, the concept 
plan which details the basic design (including 
structures and materials and the planting plan 
which indicates the type, placement and num-
ber of plants

construction

at this point the options for construction of 
your landscape can be assessed. 

because there are a number of different ways 
this can happen this requires a new process. 
(see next page)
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                 options for construction
once paid for, the final plans 
are the client’s property and 
options for construction can 
be considered.

options

also

self -build

the client completes the construction 
and planting  themselves.

the client engages contractors 
and pays them directly

project manager employed
by client

in some projects other specialists have to be engaged to provide advice on engineering for structures 
such as drains , retaining walls or pools. The client pays them directly.

advantage: 
• competitive quoting can cut 

costs.

disadvantage
• client must manage project.

advantage:
• single contractor provides quotes  

and completes  project for you.

disadvantage :
• you pay more than if self -build.

client engages a number of different 
contractors over time.

client engages  one landscape con-
tractor to do work.

advantage: 
• hands- off from clients perspec-

tive.
• project manager ensures work is 

done on time and to standard.

disadvantage :
• additional cost of project man-

agement fee.

1
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3 project manager provides quote 
and engages contractor(s) for client. 

a project management fee  is includ-
ed in the quote.

project manager invoices client to 
pay contractors. 
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